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of entertainment, nor penny papers against halfpenny
ones* Both Chronicle and News saw that they must prepare
to make the change. But they did not think very hard
about it* When they reduced their price, they copied
the Express by putting news on the front page* They
overlooked the immense possibilities of revenue from
display advertisements in that position* The Mail for
many years took a very high price for its front page—
as much at one time as £1500 a day*
Pearson had not foreseen this loss when he decided
to put news on the outside* Nor did he stick to his
resolve that he would cut loose even more completely
than the Mail from the advocacy of causes or crusades*
He announced at the start that his journal had no politics
in the Party sense* " Our policy is patriotic; our
policy is the British Empire*" But he had not the
wisdom or the courage to stick to his declaration* In a
short time he put the Express at the service of Joseph
Chamberlain's Tariff Reform campaign* He could
follow Northcliffe's actions but not his thoughts* He
did not see that he was reverting to the type of news-
paper which was rapidly being displaced*
Pearson had vast energy, but he used it without judg-
ment* When the Express started, he was seen doing
all kinds of things (even carrying bundles of papers)
which took him away from his proper task of keeping
an eye on every department and ensuring that all worked
together in harmony* Owning one daily gave him a
hunger for more* He bought two evening papers, St.
James's Gazette and Evening Standard, and rolled them into
one*
This began the process of amalgamating newspaper
properties, which has so notably reduced their number
since the century opened* Pearson bought also the

